APRIL 2018

“A $217 BILLION ECONOMY BY 2031”

Brisbane: A safe and sure investment
The continued internationalisation of the Brisbane economy, combined with a
local pool of talent and a collaborative business culture, provides a strong,
competitive environment for Brisbane’s economy to outperform its neighbours.
Brisbane’s progressive and far-sighted business and economic environment
gives investors confidence in their quest to optimise investment returns.
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This confidence is built around Brisbane’s stable political environment, its proven
and forecast population and economic growth, and ongoing public and private
sector commitment to building a stronger economy and intellectual capital base.

Strong, growing local economy
Brisbane is a major hub for large resource and energy companies, a global hub
for the mining, equipment, technology and services (METS) sector, a significant
centre for research and innovation, and the engine room of much of Queensland’s
continued economic growth.
The city’s $154 billion economy (Source: Brisbane City Council - Key Economics Facts 2017) is
predicted to grow to more than $217 billion by 2031, having been a key driver of
the Australian economy as it enters its 26th year of continuous growth.

Top-5 industries in Brisbane by employment
(November 2017)
1. Health care and social assistance
2. Retail trade
3. Professional, scientific and technical services
4. Construction
5. Education and training

Proven performance
Australia remained steadfast during the worst of the global financial crisis,
maintaining strong growth, outpacing all other advanced economies and securing
a 26th consecutive year of recession-free growth in 2017-18.
The Queensland economy has consistently demonstrated above-average
growth, growing at an average annual rate of 4 per cent real gross state product
in 2016-17, 2.5 per cent above the Australian average. (Source: Australia Government
Budget 2016-17: Queensland Government 2016-17 Budget).

Per capita GDP is very high in Brisbane. This is a measure of the total output of
a country or city that takes gross domestic product (GDP) and divides it by the
number of people.
The per capita GDP is especially useful when comparing one country or city to
another, because it shows the relative performance of each.
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Future prospects
Australia has some of the best economic prospects in the developed world, and
yet still has some of the lowest and most affordable real estate prices in the
world, in spite of some media comment to the contrary. (see below: World Real
Estate prices)
With continued strong demand for its natural resources from emerging Asia,
Australia is in an enviable position.
Brisbane is perfectly positioned to capitalise on this, and offers investors
opportunities across a broad range of sectors.

Real Estate investment in Brisbane
Citylife International Realty is proud to offer a few projects each year to our
clients, which we consider to be excellent opportunities for investment. We do NOT
have a different one every week, but rather prefer to take the time to research
specific locations before making recommendations.
We are careful when doing our own research to try to ensure that our clients
have access to investments which protect their downside as much as possible, with
plenty of scope for upside over the medium to long term.
We have found over the years many peoples simply attend a property exhibition
in a luxury hotel and buy a property, without any research provided to support it.
They can sometimes end up disappointed.
At Citylife, we aim at all times to try to ensure our clients never end up
disappointed.
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“The Queensland economy has consistently
demonstrated above-average growth,
growing at an average annual rate of 4 per
cent real gross state product in 2016-17,
2.5 per cent above the Australian average”
Of course no one can predict the future, and sometimes events happen that are
out of one’s control, BUT we have long advocated that clients protect their
downside when buying and we support all our recommendations with the latest
research.
The fact is Australia has proven to be a superb long term investment for
many people, but careful property selection in terms of location, demand and
infrastructure is crucial to make sure that you keep your property fully rented,
protect the downside risk, and enjoy a high performing property for many
years.
Research helps protect against bad decisions. There is a reason the Citylife Group
has a huge repeat buyer rate compared to many others. While our system is not
perfect, it is better than most.
Some of the criteria we look for when researching projects to recommend
include:
The property must be either in an area of high population growth, or have
restricted supply of land for apartments, and also be a high employment area,
ideally with higher income earners.
The property must be in walking distance to cafes, shops & transport (we like to
see a high “Walk Score” around 90, meaning it is a “Walker's Paradise” as daily
errands do not require the use of a car).
It should be brand new (or fully renovated) to allow for maximum depreciation &
therefore the biggest tax savings.
It must be high quality in terms of design, materials and construction & also
should have reasonable Body Corporate fees.
The property must be located in an area which has a sound and long term rental
growth and occupancy history OR be subject to Urban regeneration and/or infrastructure improvements.
There must be a reliable, experienced and trustworthy developer behind the
project, with a good track record and great credentials.
In addition to the above points, we then apply our own independent Citylife
Investment Criteria. If it STILL stacks up, we will finally recommend it to our
clients.
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Some of our previous recommendations include:
“Run, don’t walk, into the Perth market” (2004) (House prices rose by 92% over
the next 4 years)
“Sydney is the sleeping giant of Australian property. When it awakens, which will
be soon, watch out!” (2006) (House prices have risen by over 100% since then)
The following charts and guidelines are some of the one’s we ourselves use. They
are included for your own review and should also help explain why we are so
positive about Brisbane for the next 5 to 10 years, and why now is the time to
secure property.
1.

Projects we recommend should be located in a city with overall rental
vacancy rate lower than 4%. This generally indicates a healthy rental market
and strong tenant All demand, minimizing the risk of an empty apartment. So it
can be clearly seen that Australia’s cities except for Perth are currently enjoying
very high rental occupancy rates.

2.

Population growth helps fuel property demand. Population growth in
Queensland as at September 2017 is excellent at 1.67% ahead of even NSW
at 1.58%. Thee mining downturn did cause net inflows of people into
Queensland to weaken, but is expected to greatly increase by an estimated
16,000 in 2017 likely largely comprising people from Sydney escaping high
house prices.
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By way of comparison, Brisbane is expected to grow to become a BIGGER city
than Sydney is today. And just look at today’s Sydney prices! Who will bet
against Brisbane reaching these giddy heights in due course?
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3.

Prices are also very important. And this is where Brisbane really stands
out. A growing population, strong economy, and unlimited future potential.
Brisbane offers the best per sq. metre rate and the lowest prices, as well as
the lowest taxes and stamp duties of all the major east coast cities,
considerably less than Melbourne or Sydney. Brisbane for both new build and
secondary sale prices is less than HALF that of Sydney and significantly less
than Melbourne.
And yet long term capital price growth has been similar!

WORLD CITIES COMPARISON: Brisbane ranks very favourably among all
the world’s major cities in terms of pricing per sq. metre.
According to the Global Property Guide’s world property prices, based on
the selling prices for a two or three bedroom well located apartment near the
city centre, even Sydney is comparably affordable.
If we add in Brisbane, Perth and Melbourne, we can see where they compare.
Brisbane ranks the lowest of all major cities. A compelling investment
indicator and possibly the single most important reason to invest.
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4.

MORTGAGE STRESS
We also use the Mortgage Stress Indicator, to ensure that the market is
affordable so that resale potential at higher prices is strong. If you are
reselling to an owner occupier, and their income is not enough to cover the
mortgage payments, then they will not offer or pay a higher price as they
simply cannot afford it. So this is a good indicator of the relative affordability
and upside potential still available in the market.
Mortgage stress occurs when over 1/3 of pre-tax household income goes in
mortgage payments, causing households to have less disposable income left
over, thus causing “stress caused by the mortgage payments” or Mortgage
Stress for short.

Looking at Australia as a whole, housing affordability
has barely changed for 20 years:
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(Data sources in notes below)

Australian mortgages may not have changed much in the last decades, but
how does Australia compare to other countries? Lacking an internationally
recognised standard for such a measure we were only able to find a chart for
rich English speaking countries. And from what we can see, repayments in
Australia are comparable to those in Canada, UK, USA and NZ.

(Data sources in notes below)
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Comparing the major cities in Australia in 2016, (the last available data) it’s clear
that Sydney has gone over the critical 33% figure, and Brisbane remains very
affordable. Again, another positive indicator for Brisbane.

5.

Rental yield
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Brisbane offers the highest rental yields of the three largest Australian cities
and also:
6.

LOWER COSTS FOR BUYERS
Brisbane also offers overseas buyers the lowest fees/taxes/stamp duties
when buying real estate of all Australia’s major east coast cities:

“I have purchased in Brisbane from houses to
apartments, based on the recommendations of
Citylife.
I have found the properties to be well
researched and in fact have always asked that
I be first on developments that pass Citylife’s
due diligence in my price range. All my
properties have been hassle free”
Doug R
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7.

DEMOGRAPHICS.
Always look for well-appointed apartments, designed to suit future “owner
occupiers” rather than just investors. (such as often seen with some of
the small apartments in the Melbourne CBD)
A large & growing local resale market; high median values; well-off local
demographic & urban revival equates to great potential upside.

8.

TIMING.

New cyclical research shows that Australia follows a well determined
property cycle of 18 years. Philip Anderson, economist and author says
this:

“For over 25 years I’ve studied economics and markets. And I can say

categorically that the Western economies exhibit an 18 year real
estate cycle. Generally this averages out as 14 years up and 4 years
down.
A study of US history, for example, reveals a very clear (average) 18
cycle in US real estate prices, measured from trough to trough or
peak to peak. The actual cycle has never been shorter than 17 years,
never longer than 21. According to my research, the Australian market
follows the US.
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The good news is that once you understand the real estate cycle, you
can forecast it. History, I assure you, does repeat. And if you can
forecast correctly, you can make money.
Understanding this real estate cycle is the absolute key to becoming
and staying wealthy. Once you see it, you’ll have an incredible
advantage few other investors ever see or understand. You’ll also
rarely need to worry about the barrage of conflicting data we all
receive every day.”
Specifically, the Brisbane property cycle appears to have now started its
upward trend, which the research shows could be expected to last until around
2027.
This creates a wonderful opportunity to invest now and reap the long term
benefits.

And as can be clearly seen in the chart above, apartments in Brisbane are below
their long term trend line, further indicating catch up is coming.
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So, how does Sydney fare when looking at the 18 years cycle?

Sydney clearly exhibits this approx. 18 year real estate cycle. Which means we can
expect the Sydney upturn to end in 2-3 years (2020-2021)
We should expect Brisbane to keep going much longer until 2027 or so as it
started its upturn much later.
9.

INTERSTATE MOVEMENTS

Movement of population between the states changes in line with the house
price differential and prospects for employment across the states and can affect
the prospects for property price rises.
In New South Wales, more people are forecast to leave as high house prices
reduce the attractiveness of living there. The main beneficiaries are expected to
be Queensland (and, on a smaller scale, Tasmania and Australian Capital
Territory) where the attraction of an improved employment outlook and lower
relative house prices increasingly attract population.
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In fact interstate migration into Queensland and overseas migration has now
started a strong upturn and employment is growing and the economy is on an
upswing.
Queensland now has the greatest annual inflow of residents from interstate of all
states and territories and is at its highest level since December 2008.
Tenants are also moving from older projects and apartments, or poorly designed
ones, into the fantastic brand new projects and developments that are showing 100%
occupancy rates within weeks of coming onto the rental market, and with strong
rental yields to investors of over 5%.

Oversupply and demand
The final very important thing to look at is supply/demand. Brisbane
saw 3,012 apartments complete in in 2015 and 7,064 in 2016 with approx.
7,500 completed in 2017.
The underlying demand for new apartment stock in inner Brisbane is estimated
between 3,000 and 5,000 new apartments per year. So it can be clearly be seen some
oversupply exists.
However the cranes are starting to come down and not being replaced. Apartment
projects have been cancelled by the score.
Due to a lack of new project launches, future apartments are shown by independent
researcher URBIS to decrease to 5,691 apartments in 2018, reducing to 2,352 in 2019
and only 396 apartments expected in 2020.
If this scenario unfolds, it will coincide with the Sydney market peaking and Sydney
investors flocking to Brisbane, all of which could put immense pressure on rental
vacancy rates which would lead to rent increases.
Brisbane already offers investors among the highest rental returns in Australia at
over 5%.
Further increases in rental would increase these returns further for investors,
bringing even more investors into the market at a time of little quality supply, which
could easily mean price rises.
However, investors should remain wary of small (under 50 sq. m) apartments and
poor quality projects.
The Brisbane market is expected to heat up with the upturn expected to run until
2026- 2027.
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By as early as 2019, the market will be a very different landscape with limited
projects under construction and very limited new projects in pre-sales leading to an
under-supply.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As can be seen from the data and research above, we believe Brisbane offers an
excellent investment opportunity to take advantage of the forthcoming upturn and
enjoy a great long term investment.
Prices are significantly lower than the other Australian cities, and have been held
back as mentioned earlier, creating pent up price pressure. Taxes and entry costs are
lower, rental yields are higher, the population is growing, and the economy is
strong.
Brisbane appears to have all of the indicators in place for a period of sustained
expansion and growth.
The Queensland government has also announced a vision for economic
development and employment and migration across tourism, agriculture, resources
and construction and as this evolves, the Brisbane market, in particular the apartment
market, is very positive.
Real estate should be a long term investment and as can be seen from the charts and
graphs above, investors who have held for a long time have done exceptionally well.
The best time to have purchased in Brisbane was 15 years ago. The second best
time is now.
But like all property investments, caution as to the property selection is important.
Look for larger “owner occupier” type of apartments, within 10 kms of the CBD, near
transport and restaurants and where supply is restricted, avoid the CBD and South
Brisbane due to huge future towers, and you should be able to do very well.
The inclination for Brisbane residents to live in the Brisbane CBD is not yet
proven, and there are risks of oversupply in the CBD as there are less height
restrictions.
Areas such as Woolloongabba, Hawthorne, Highgate Hill, West End and
Toowong are top picks for the proximity to the Brisbane River, CBD,
schools, the University of Queensland and entertainment precincts
combined with good infrastructure and where there are height restrictions,
limiting supply.
For potential purchasers, right now and ESPECIALLY before 1 July 2018 when
investors stamp duty increases to 7% is a particularly good time to buy.
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Sources for graphs not showing a source:
The Graph HOUSING AFFORDABILITY 1975-2014 is made from 2 different sources:
The Household Expenditure Survey, detailing Interest and Principal Payments separately.
The Housing Occupancy and Costs Survey which only provides a total amount. This survey only has
“housing costs”, which also includes rates, etc. To account for this, estimates for non-mortgage costs are
derived by subtracting the value of “Owner without a mortgage” from “Owner with a mortgage”. It isn’t
perfect, but I believe it accurate enough for this purposes.



Australian data:
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/DetailsPage/6530.02009-10?OpenDocument (various years)
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/PrimaryMainFeatures/4130.0?OpenDocument



USA:
https://www.census.gov/programssurveys/ahs/data/interactive/ahstablecreator.html#?s_areas=a00000&s_year=n2011&s_tableName=Table
10&s_byGroup1=a7&s_byGroup2=a1&s_filterGroup1=t2&s_filterGroup2=g1https://www.census.gov/prog
rams-surveys/ahs/data/2005/ahs-2005-summary-tables/h150-05.html



UK:
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/personalandhouseholdfinances/incomeandwealth
/compendium/familyspending/2015/chapter4trendsinhouseholdexpenditureovertime
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/personalandhouseholdfinances/incomeandwealth
/compendium/familyspending/2015/chapter2housingexpenditure



NZ:
http://www.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/people_and_communities/Households/HouseholdExpenditureSt
atistics_HOTPYeJun16.aspx



Canada:
http://www5.statcan.gc.ca/cansim/a47
http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/as-sa/99-014-x/2011002/tbl/tbl03-eng.cfm

LIMIT OF LIABILITY, DISCLAIMER AND LEGAL NOTICES:
In compiling this publication, the Publisher relies upon information supplied by a number of external sources Information has
been sourced from various bodies including The Australian Bureau of Statistics, the Real Estate Institute of Australia, Residex, RP
Data, Matusik, SQ M research and Australian Property Monitors amongst others. The publication is supplied on the basis that,
while the Publisher believes all the information in it will be correct at the time of publication, it does not warrant its accuracy or
completeness and to the full extent allowed by law excludes liability in contract, tort or otherwise, for any loss or damage
sustained by any other person or body corporate arising from or in connection with the supply or use of the whole or any part of
the information in this publication through any cause whatsoever. The data and projections should be used as a guide only and
should not be relied upon in making investment decisions.
The data is provided from sources deemed extremely reliable, but markets and statistics can change quickly, so is not
guaranteed. All properties can go up in value or down, there are no guarantees and you recognize that any business endeavor
has inherent risk for loss of capital.
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